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YHA South Wales Region made no secret of its desire after the war to extend into South West Wales, and especially
Pembrokeshire. As early as 1947 it was announced that two cottages at Llangwm on the Cleddau, obtained rent-free
through the generosity of Messrs Richard England, Ltd, would become the first hostel in the county. Another
announcement in the same year claimed that a small hostel at Strumble Head near Fishguard was a possibility. Could
that have been Pwll Deri? A different line of enquiry in 1947 was a redundant RAF camp with 100 beds somewhere
on the South-West Pembrokeshire Coast. It would have been one of the short-term solutions popular at the time in
view of the lack of investment necessary for expansion. None of these suggestions was successful, though in 1950
Hodgeston Hill hostel near Manorbier came from a similar set of redundant military properties. In the same year
Poppit Sands, St David’s Head and Port Eynon hostels opened, and there was at last momentum for YHA in the area.
The 1955 regional annual report announced that Castell Mawr, Pwll Deri was to open on Good Friday, 1956. The
following year’s report admitted to delays through planning difficulties; the hostel would open as soon as possible in
1957. An official opening was held on 6th July 1957, though the location was probably up and running by then.

Early plans for the new youth hostel at Pwll Deri, dated 7th June 1955, two years before the opening. In these and the press
photograph on the next page, the small members’ kitchen lean-to has not yet been added, though it appears on early postcards
and was probably provided at the outset. The warden’s accommodation was planned for both floors of the smaller cottage, and
the hostel dormitories amounted to three upstairs in the main house. The warden’s kitchen was used to provide meals for many
years and was the space behind the dining room on the plans. The quaintly named car shelter with its high apex roof has
served the youth hostel well, later becoming a dormitory (eventually the volunteers’ room) and reception. It is thought
that the dormitory positions changed several times over the years, though evidence is sparse (YHA Archive)
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The November / December 1955 copy of YHA Rucksack Magazine contained this good news, and an account of the
generous act of Pembrokeshire County Council in obtaining the building for YHA (YHA Archive)

Castell Mawr was a curious house in a wonderful setting. It is not clear why it should have been built as two cottages
set at right angles, but not quite touching, the entire L-shape at an angle to the cliff top, so creating a triangle of
enclosed space set behind three arches and folding doors to create a kind of conservatory. Other designs would surely
have been more effective in utilising the space and outlook. The overall layout must have created early problems for
the original owners and YHA in ensuring comfort under bleak conditions while maximising the stupendous views.
The Times described the cliff-top house as possessing modern facilities. Following on from the County Council’s
procurement, effectively at a knock-down price of £2,000 to the Association, it was invested in the YHA Trust, as
early as October 1955, and was the first British youth hostel to be established with aid from the National Parks
Commission. Despite the delays, adaptations were well in hand by the end of 1956. An appeal for funds to equip the
hostel, launched early in 1956, had realised about £140.
The regional annual report of 1957 addressed its readers:
A Regional Group could find no better way of celebrating its silver jubilee than by opening a model youth hostel
and we in South Wales have done just that in the year under review.
The outstanding event in our Region during the year, undoubtedly, was the opening of Pwll Deri hostel in the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. It was officially opened by Brigadier GA Pim. The ceremony was carried out
in the presence of a distinguished and representative gathering and addresses were delivered by Mr Arthur Dower,
National Chairman of the YHA, Mr IO Martin, Vice Chairman of Pembrokeshire County Council, and the
Regional Chairman. Notable amongst those present were the President of the YHA, Mr PJ Clarke, OBE; the
National Treasurer, Mr LJ Clark; Mr D Donnelly, MP; the High Sheriff of Pembrokeshire, Mr JE Gibby; the
Clerk to the Pembrokeshire County Council, Mr HL Underwood; the County Planning Officer, Mr J Price; and
Mr J Reynolds, Regional Vice-President. The Region’s President, the Hon JH Bruce, CBE, unfortunately, was
unable to attend. A party of South Wales members travelled by coach from various parts of the Region and spent
the week-end in the area. Refreshments were provided after the ceremony and the new hostel was enthusiastically
inspected amidst a clamour of appreciative comment.
We would place on record our grateful thanks to all those, members and others, who worked to provide us with
this excellent hostel.
Apart from the main building work which was carried out by a contractor, we owe much to the enthusiastic work
of Committee members and others for the attractiveness of Pwll Deri hostel. Nor should we omit a word of praise
for the National Surveyor, Mr John Parkes, who was responsible for designing the modifications.
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Dignitaries, hostellers and well-wishers crowd the narrow cliff-top platform and distinctive porch arches at Pwll Deri during the
opening speeches. The large doors have been folded back, revealing the curious triangular area that sufficed as a fair-weather
open viewing and living space. This covered area has only recently (2007-08) been given a sufficiently imaginative architectural
treatment to allow all-weather comfort and admiration of the views by enclosing it behind substantial picture windows and
effectively turning it into an internal part of the hostel (YHA Archive)

Regular hosteller Pat Packham visited shortly after its opening and described Pwll Deri as the most luxurious one in
South Wales at the time. 25 beds were provided in the first years, and for long the hostel enjoyed a very settled
wardenship, with first Mrs B Leggett, then Miss Nora Hosker, and finally Mr Rick Spicer; between them, they ran
affairs from 1957 right through to 1993.

1 2
1: an early photograph of Pwll Deri Youth Hostel, showing the heavy doors under the arches, replaced in the 1960s
by a glazed and panelled structure, though retaining the arched tops. The small members’ kitchen lean-to
is seen attached to the common-room area, while the separate nature of the two cottages is clearly shown;
2: the spectacular location of the hostel, straddling the cliif top. Seals are regular inhabitants of the rocky clefts
(YHA Archive)
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The hostel was refurbished internally in 1964. Heavy external repairs and redecoration followed 1965. The following
very extensive remodelling and expansion plan was submitted by South Wales Region to YHA in 1970, but any major
scheme at Pwll Deri would have to wait more than another 35 years before implementation.
35 Park Place, Cardiff. F18/70
Suggested Capital Improvement Scheme.
Pwll Deri – Ministry Standard Hostel – Standard Grade.
Improvements are very desirable at this Hostel for 3 main reasons:
A1
the usage rate is high – 118.
A2
the warden’s quarters are grossly inadequate being:Bedroom 10' x 17'
Bathroom 6' x 8'
Living Room 8' x 13'
Kitchen 7' x 15'
There is no room for an assistant.
A3
the members’ kitchen is exceedingly small (12' x 7').
It would also be worthwhile to:
B1
increase the number of beds to – say 36, to give around 4,000 overnights.
With the foregoing in mind it is, therefore, suggested that the following adaptations be seriously considered:
B2
constructing a separate dining room that could be used for evening work by school parties;
With the foregoing in mind it is, therefore, suggested that the following adaptations be seriously considered:
1970/71
C1
remove partition wall between the warden’s kitchen and sitting room to provide a good sized
kitchen size approx. 14' x 16'. This is very desirable and could be done for a minimal cost, say £50
1970/71 & 1971/72
C2
remove solid fuel boiler and Aga and replace with oil fired equipment. Cost say £… [left blank]
1972/73
C3
remove side passageway, wall of dormitory 1 (rear ground floor room) and roof. Raise ceiling to 7 foot
constructing ground floor dormitory 20' x 16' to hold 10 beds. At present 6 beds are allowed but headroom is only
6'3". Construct room on top of this in line with existing roof of main building to give extra dormitory for ladies of
8 beds. Cost say £2, 000
C4

Dormitories 2 & 3: No change = 10 beds.

C5
Relinquish ladies dormitory in main building (9 beds) and split room to make second bedroom for
warden and/or assistant and sitting room. This brings warden’s private accommodation together. Cost minimal
Say £100.
Total beds at this stage 28 against 25.
C6

Construct at rear of building a new block giving:
a dormitory 8 beds (20' x 14')'.
b dining room - seating 36 (24' x 14') with serving hatch from warden’s kitchen & separate washup.
c members’ kitchen (12' x 14').
Retain old members’ kitchen as MK wash-up. Cost estimated at £5,000

These early postcards accentuate the rugged aspect of Pwll Deri Youth Hostel (YHA Archive)
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The establishment was graded Standard in the early 1970s; two internal regional reports, of June 1972 and August
1973, agreed with the assessment, but found problems:
1972 Report: Pwll Deri is a smaller hostel established in an area of superb coastal and inland scenery, with generous
assistance from the Pembrokshire County Council some years ago. Situated on the edge of the cliffs, overlooking
the coast, which has its fair share of gales, maintenance is a problem.
The warden is newly promoted. There appeared to be a back-log of minor jobs. One or two of the maintenance
problems might well not have been a problem had they been caught earlier.
Pwll Deri was established in earlier days when it was not a necessary pre-condition of aid to have baths or showers.
As a result there are foot baths only.
Many of the beds and bedding could do with replacement and some mattresses were soiled where inconsiderate
members had put muddy footwear on them. Covers would of course prevent this and be washable. Bed spacing is
slightly tight to 34 sq ft standard. There is a shortage of hooks, strategically sited in dormitories and wash places,
also of casual mirrors.
Basically the members’ kitchen is less than adequate but with good will it operates! Any hostel planning in the
future should include an improved members’ kitchen and wash up within the facilities.
Common room / dining room facilities are combined. The situation of the hostel ensures that they are used. In
fine weather this is no real problem; in inclement weather with a full hostel these facilities are strained.
The new warden is keen and has well thought out plans not only for the modest refurbishing possible on a
handyman basis but also on a long term basis for extending the hostel to about fifty beds or so by apparently wellconceived stages.
It is important to ensure that his immediate remedial works are not hampered for lack of the small amount of cash
necessary. The further works of extension etc will need much more investigation and also substantial injections of
cash.
1973 Report: Pwll Deri is a magnificently placed private house tucked into the cliff near Strumble Head. It is a
popular spot and is sure to grow in popularity with the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park (the Coast Path runs
by the door).
I classify this hostel as marginally Standard. Although it has many good points (heating in two dormitories, parquet
flooring in all upper rooms), it has a number of features that put it in the Simple grade. The women’s wash although
having hot water, three hand basins and a footbath is built in a lean-to and has a bare concrete floor. There are no
showers nor bath nor curtains. There is not even a footbath in the men’s wash. Most importantly, the members’
kitchen is much too small. I measured it 7ft 6ins by 11ft. It contains six gas points and needs at least two more, but
where to put them? In addition to its size which leads to overcrowding, it has no preparing area, a small sink and
insufficient equipment, including knives, forks and spoons and kitchen utensils.
In addition, the bedroom equipment is out of date. The bunks are under-sized and there is insufficient space
between each bed. There is overcrowding in all of the dormitories. I measured: Dorm 1 – 13½ x 16 for 8 beds;
Dorm 2 – 13 x 16 for 8 beds; Dorm 3 – 7 x 5 + 9 x l6 for 10 beds. The mattresses were the interior spring type but
very worn and barely passable. The blankets are all old and worn. There were none of the new red camper type and
only about a dozen of the grey type.
The dining room / common room is not large enough for its dual purpose and in inclement weather must be
extremely overcrowded and uncomfortable. There is nowhere else to go.
To make this a passable Standard hostel, some money must be spent on blankets, and the bedspace should be
rechecked. I counted 28 beds; the Handbook says 26. The kitchen equipment must also be increased.
To make it an average Standard hostel, the kitchen space should be increased before next season and some attempt
be made to improve the washing facilities by the provision of footbaths in the men’s wash or if possible showers in
both men’s and women’s wash. The hostel is also very much in need of a good face lift. Decorating must be done
this winter throughout the hostel

One inch hostel badge from the 1960s, framed by hostel stamps of different eras (author’s collection)
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Front and rear colour views. 1: this aerial shot postcard by J Dixon is curious. It shows the triangular patio section roofless. This
was probably when heavy external repairs were reported in progress in 1965. The three archways had by now been modified by
the removal of the folding doors and the construction of panelled and glazed infills; 2: YHA regular George Miller took this 1975
view of the rear of the property, showing well the two separate cottages that make up the hostel. Note the large old-fashioned
open cycle rack in both illustrations; its removal has created more car parking space (author’s collection)

Towards the end of 1993 a decision was made to change the operation at Pwll Deri and as a result Rick Spicer became
redundant at the end of the year. Rick had worked for YHA for some 30 years, mostly at this location. Nevertheless,
Mandy Griffiths took up the wardening duties in that year, perhaps under a different arrangement.
The hostel continued to pose the question of how most efficiently to manage it; Mandy was still there when a decision
was made in 1999 to defer volunteer wardening, but in September 2006 she too was made redundant in favour of
volunteer wardens, and the management of the building, along with Newport (Trefdraeth) passed to Stewart Towe,
based at Poppit Sands. Stewart comments on the state of affairs at Pwll Deri at that time:
When I arrived at the hostel, in 2006, the triangular area with the arches was a conservatory. The roof was designed
to lift (not sure by fault or on purpose) to prevent gusts blowing it away! It was made of corrugated plastic and
was very noisy. The conservatory had a hard floor which required mopping on a regular basis as it wasn’t watertight
and flooded on a regular basis. There was a church pew along the back wall (now removed) between the
conservatory and kitchen, and a few plastic chairs. The door into the area from the reception was a heavy door.
The lounge has always been where it is now; however what is the drying room now (the lean to at the extreme right
side of the building) used to be a small self-catering kitchen (one of three). The second, which was more like a
potwash, was a small room which led off the dining room and the third was the present kitchen. There was a small
room which was the dining area which was a walk through room from reception to the upstairs rooms 5, 6 and 7.
The reception / warden’s room was adapted once Mandy was made redundant, in 2006. She lived in the hostel
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with her daughter in her flat, now room 4. I don’t think we had a reception as such, I think this was done on the
dining room table. The brick lean-to extreme left of the building - behind the car park barrier – is now room 3 en
suite and the public toilet.
The present dining room is the old dining room and the old conservatory knocked into one. The door leading to
the dining room was blocked up during the refurbishment.
The cycle shed is just outside in the car park area. This was a wooden shed and I’m not sure how it didn’t blow
away! It was replaced in the refurbishment with a brick structure.
I don’t think we lost any beds, I seem to remember when we first looked at the refurbishment we couldn’t lose any
beds otherwise we would never show a return on investment. I dread to think how we got 35 beds in or where these
were put!

Very extensive improvements to the hostel came over the winter of 2007-2008. The most remarkable of these was the
creation of a substantial all-weather conservatory to replace the triangular viewing area, moving it more securely
‘indoors’. The new area surely provides one of the most stunning dining and seating areas anywhere on the British
coastline, and is serviced by a modern self-catering kitchen. Internal spaces were redesigned and opened up to great
effect. Refurbished bedrooms of varying sizes were provided, all en suite and some with views to match that of the
dining area. A two-bedded room forms the volunteer room, behind the reception in the single-storey extension to the
main house. The ground floor also has a two-bed and a four-bed guest room. On the first floor, a four-bedded family
room located in the smaller cottage has the further advantage of a dual-aspect view. There are further bedrooms for
eight, two and six.

The dining room / conservatory and adjacent lounge at Pwll Deri Hostel after the significant investment of 2007-2008
(YHA images)
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Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1957-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

1030

1390

1423

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1395

1327

1505

1480

1580

2271

2414

2571

2521

2681

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

2966

3589

3919

3938

4685

4561

4558

4460

3884

3729

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

3465

2919

2642

3030

3142

3055

2719

2676

2904

2592

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2542

2725

3085*

2770

2593

2601

3182

2372

2389

2571

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2541

1734

2612

2739

2618

2462

2234

2553

1424

2308

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

3147

3571+

3962+

3837+

4130+

4501+∆

4423+∆

4121+∆ 4034+∆… 4616+∆

The modern Pwll Deri Youth Hostel, Strumble Head (YHA images)
© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive.
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